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The California 52’: genius and timeless

There is nothing that breaks the beautiful line of this boat. With a magnificent minimal aesthetic design by Vripack  

in the Netherlands, Waterdreams’ new entirely hand-built California 52’ day boat is the right vessel for you. 

Whether you’re exploring an idyllic cove on the coast of England or simply bobbing on the sun-soaked Côte d’Azur,  

everything is thought-out and possible.



The super smart lay out offers you the most spacious 52’ on the market and all facilities 

for outdoor living. Together with the sound engineers of Rockford Fosgate the ideal 

audio set up is realized. Moreover, in the centre of the beautiful window an innovative 

access is designed to easily enjoy the front sun deck. 

DISCOVER MORE INNOVATIVE FEATURES

The most spacious and  
timeless 52’ on the market



The California  
can be customized 
to every owner’s 
wishes

The interior has a beautiful fresh and light decor with smart  

and maintenance free materials. The cabin is as spacious with  

its two-meter-high ceiling with topside windows for a natural airflow 

and a dining area that can be converted into a closed sleeping room. 

The boat offers accommodation for a total of five people.

CREATE  
YOUR OWN 
WATERDREAM



Unique steering 
console

With its World’s first centered steering position and 

foldable tables the deck space is unprecedented.  

The captain’ seat can be converted into a couch,  

so much more fun. 

You truly feel special behind the wheel of this  

California 52’; a bespoke 90 cm wheel behind the  

unique W steering console. Handmade out of the best 

carbon, this literally a centerpiece. Finished with Garmin 

Navigation (GPS), toggle switches and compass to guide 

you to your destination. Completely made for single 

handed sailing.



The boat looks great, but wait until it will be launched in the water 

and blow your mind with excellent acceleration, high comfort and 

very easy handling. The Volvo Penta IPS drives enables joystick 

handling and speeds up to 40 knots.

EXPERIENCE
WHAT FREEDOM 
FEELS LIKE
ON THE WATER



BOAT 
SPECIFICATIONS

LOA: 14.65 m

Length at waterline: 14.27 m

Beam: 4.4 m

Design draught: 1.2 m

Displacement: 19.1 tons

Propulsion Volvo Penta

Standard: IPS800

Optional: IPS1200

Performance

IPS800: Max speed: 35 knots

IPS1200: Max speed: 40 knots

Capacities

Fuel oil: 1600 liters

Fresh water: 360 liters

Waste water: 150 liters

Regulations

Classifications: CE-B

Handmade
out of pure
aluminium

Waterdream carefully chooses all the 
materials used on the boat. Resulting in 
more than 80% recyclable materials.



To finish it off the California has a large garage to fit a 

tender boat. The garage is fitted with electricity so all the 

inflatable tools or the Waterdream designed Seabob can 

be charged. The garage is specially designed so it can 

also fit a standup jet ski. In our opinion one of the best 

water toys ever invented.

AGUATIC LIFE 
REIMAGINED

They all had one thing. None had everything.
Bernhard van Oranje
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